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About This Game

A Dream For Aaron is a first person shooter with a huge replay value.

Welcome to The Mind. You can expand it or you can leave it empty. You only need a Dream and the emptiness will be gone. A
creature before you tried to build a world here, but he was greedy. He wanted to build a world in a day. He stole dreams. All of
them. So he faced the consequences. This was my brother. The Fate caught him. In the deepest dream, below nightmares, below

terrors, you will find my brother. Holding the stolen dreams, in the jaws of The Fate. Save my brother, take a Dream. Bring
them back to me.

- Aaron
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Gameplay!
Randomly picked maps, enemies, upgrades for your gun, environment details and items every time you play! Gather the

Dreams, save Aaron's brother, meet new travelers and unlock new missions! You will be able to do so by completing Dreams,
which contain multiple randomply picked levels to bring you a replay value and new experience every time you play. Explore
your Dreams based on your memories from the life on Earth mixed with everything else in your mind. Currently available two

themes for the Dream levels: Desert and Frost (each containing 5 different levels) and a final Darkness level. Once you
complete a full Dream, give it to Aaron to unlock new areas for you to explore, travelers might come around asking for your
help offering you new quests and missions and a bunch of other new content for you to enjoy and experience while getting

closer to saving Aaron's brother.

Look for medals of Arthas and unlock new challenges! The more you play, the more content you'll find!
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[Introducing Desert]
The first maps are the Desert ones. Pyramids, mazes, neglected buildings, giants, dragons, crushed cities, ancient mummies,

giant scorpions, warriors, mages, snakes, spiders, the monsters of the mountains, Anubi and more!

[Introducing Frost]
2nd theme maps, including a mountain, giant sea monster, The Ice Witch, aircraft carrier, many various ice monsters and

creatures (images below), yeti, ice warriors and planes!

Chasers Update!
New bosses - Sand Spirit and Sharko!
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Title: A Dream For Aaron
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Vidas Salavejus
Publisher:
Vidas Salavejus
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a dream for aaron. a dream of flying aaron tveit

This is my review of "A Dream For Aaron" after approximately 2 hours of gameplay.

I have been a fan of this developer since the Timore series which was played by Youtuber Markiplier. It was my first
introduction to this developer and I really enjoyed watching the series, but never purchased any of the games personally.

Today I decided to finally purchase this new release before watching Youtubers, as I wanted a fresh and personal experience
without spoilers and boy it was worth the purchase.

This game took me back to the arcade shooters of the late 90's and early 2000's. A game where you attack waves of different
enemies and then attempt to survive long enough to face the level's final boss. I really had a lot more fun than I expected, and I
can see myself trying new levels and challenges in the future.

I noticed a large variety of creatures with varying attacks, that relentlessly hunt the player down through a very creative map.
The maps also seems to include day\/night cycles and weather effects.

The difficulty level can seem quite high at first, but not to the point of raging. Once you come to terms with the map design and
the little quirks the game presents to the player it becomes easier to defeat the level. It may take some trial and error to find out
the best way to defeat enemies and it's smart to avoid running into dead ends, which can easily lead to your demise.

The game is also great for casuals and those who want a "pick up and play" experience.

The music was pretty cool as well, and I felt it helped set the mood and pace of the game quite well.

I would love to see a co-op mode for this game or even a VR style version as it would be a lot of fun. I also look forward to
more levels and even crazier level design and maps.

On a final note, some scarier maps would be appreciated as well!

The game has a lot of potential and for the price tag you can't really go wrong.. Wow! I normally don't leave reviews for games
on Steam even the developer (Vidas) earlier work on the amazing Timore horror game series! And I never thought he could
make a series I would enjoy more than the Timore games (All of them). A Dream For Aaron had some glitches and bugs when
it first came out but the dev has constantly updated the game and still adds new levels and more to keep you playing!! It is so fun
and addicting but also don't forget it isn't a game that just holds your hand. If you die its back to stage 1 except for your level in
the game doesn't change when you die. But everyone's playthrough will be different somehow compared to anyone else that
plays and once you get a hang of the ways you unlock stuff and get challenges, etc. then you truly want to keep playing!!!
Overall very well made and extremely fun game!!! Great work Vidas and I can't wait for more updates with more levels and
challenges!! ;). This game is definitely fun to play, and the custom soundtrack just makes the experience much better. Mowing
down mobs of enemies with the amazing soundtrack is quite addicting.

The gameplay can be challenging, especially as you progress through the levels, if you're not aware of your surroundings then
you will become overwhelmed by enemies hitting you from all sides. So make sure to use platforms to your advantage, and to
stay on the move.

The level design is very creative, and it is quite enjoyable to see all the crazy designs.

For being in early access the game already offers a lot. If you like first person shooters and unique indie games then this is for
sure a game to try out.. you should pick up this game to play c; i highly recommend it . its got alot of replay value indeed c; i
loved playing this game c; i let's play this game on my youtube channel and enjoyed it every bit of it c; Keep it vidas i love your
games and especially loved this game c; 10/10. Fun game with good jokes , like serious sam but much harder u can't play
without strategy :D.. Fun game with good jokes , like serious sam but much harder u can't play without strategy :D.. A Dream
For Aaron was one of the funnest, most competitive Indie games I have played in a while. I loved it!

The soundtrack is awesome and sets the mood for your gameplay. The game can be a bit hard, but once you get a feel for it you
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will be able to complete really hard levels easily. This game has awesome levels with tons of monsters, collectibles, weapons,
and bosses.

Awesome game with lots of replay value! Would recommend!
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